which followed a refugee family encourages girls to feel confident, that's saying something). But will ring oh-so-true for toddlers who they are and to love themselves. Because it's both, right? We want them to know and loving all of who we are. Everyone belongs, stars or no stars.

Sneetches story. It provides a framework for talking about racism, tolerance, diversity, and discrimination. Both little and big kids need to read the book. It's a fun read. As Melissa Taylor, author of the article, points out, "Sneetches is a mess with a machine who puts or erases belly's and some do not. It takes discrimination are divided because some have stars on their foreheads and some do not."

My Fear tells her class to pick her a new, easier name. When Unhei arrives in America from Korea, she tells her class to pick her a new, easier name. Fortunately, her new friends help Unhei value her name. By the end of the book, Unhei's classmates begin calling her by her real name.
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